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Abstract
The aim of this thesis is the development of an autonomous docking algorithm to be used by a team
of mobile robot. The algorithm allows two robots to dock cooperatively on each other in a specified
orientation, using only vision based methods without explicit communication, and decide autonomously
the actions to take towards docking. It considers robots with a minimum turning ratio to cope a wide
range of robot kinematics types.
Each robot estimates the pose of the opposing robot, and generates a trajectory, represented as
a Bezier curve, that respects the defined turning radius limit. By defining appropriate rules for the
definition of the parameters of the Bezier curves, the robots will dock front to front at a point along the
trajectory. In some circumstances a direct trajectory compliant with the curvature limits may not be
possible to compute, so a robot may need to perform auxiliary manoeuvres(e.g. move backwards during
a period) to a position itself on an adequate position for successfully docking. In ideal conditions (perfect
estimates of the pose of the opponent robot and precise kinematics models), the trajectories defined by
both robot coincide with the continuity of the movement, thus docking will be perfect. However, noise
in pose estimation will produce deviation from the exact docking pose and, more importantly, will create
errors in the selection of the auxiliary manoeuvres. For instance a robot may believe it is in a position
yielding a trajectory compliant with the minimum curvature constraint, but in fact, due to errors, would
require an auxiliary manoeuvre. Likewise, it my execute unnecessary manoeuvres due overestimation
of curvature. Therefore uncertainty of the robot’s pose estimation was modelled and compensated by
considering a worst case scenario: a conservative trajectory is only accepted if it succeeds in the margin
of the estimation. The estimation of the uncertainty is done by characterizing the sample variance of
the pose estimation method as a function of different ranges of distance and orientation between the
two robots.
For the navigation each robot uses a camera and ArUco Markers. The ArUco markers are squared
black and white patterns. Images obtained by the camera are fed by ROS to ArUco software, that
calculates the pose of the observed robot. After knowing the pose of the robot the algorithm generates
the docking trajectory and controls the robot during this process. Results are shown both in simulation
and with real robot platforms in a lab environment. We demonstrate the successful execution of
docking manoeuvres in several different initial conditions illustrating all important aspects of the
proposed method.
Keywords: Bezier, ArUco software detector, ArUco Marker, Error Compensation, Cooperative
docking, Rendezvous problem

1. Introduction

There are many types of Mobile robots, with different degrees of motion. Omnidirectional drive
robots can move in every direction. Differential
drive robots, have constraints that limit their movements. Car like drive or Tricycle drive robots have
even more constraints than the differential drive
ones.

Nowadays, Autonomous Vehicles or mobile robots
may sound like old news, but the truth is that they
continue to be a hot-topic. In fact, several industry and technology giants still make significant investments and are keeping their interest high such
as Toyota [12], Google [22], Apple [14], Tesla [20],
Uber [16].

It is fundamental for a mobile robot to move
autonomously. Since environments are not always
simple, it will need to perform complex movements.
If the robot is omnidirectional or differential drive
this task will be trivial, but if the robot is tricy-

This is a clear indication that robotics as an industry, as a field, has now matured and that autonomous vehicles is an exciting area to be working
or developing software and ideas.
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• The most relevant work is authored by Jolly et
al 2009. It is a work about robot soccer, where
robots have the objective of kicking the ball
into the opponents soccer goal. It made way
for a solid understanding about bezier curves
and their potential in the construction of trajectories. The authors focused on generating
trajectories that maximized the velocity when
hitting the ball, without exceeding the acceleration limit so as to avoid sliding or skidding
the robot. They also paid attention to the angle the robot hit the ball. Robots used in robot
soccer are brainless remote robots, the pose of
each robot is provided through a top mounted
camera [15].

cle or car like drive, parking for example becomes a
specially complex manoeuvre.
Parking can be considered a special case of docking. Docking between mobile robots is a basic manoeuvre, for robots might need to swap some cargo
or recharge a discharged robot. It is also challenging because between two moving robots there is an
infinite number of ways of reaching a front-to-front
docking configuration.
With the evolution of car infotainment systems,
internet connection is now more common in cars.
So vehicles can be connected between them. But
do autonomous vehicles need to be? There are benefits in having a central control that commands all
robots. The complexity of each robot would be
lower, but this central command could be considered a weakness in the system, vulnerable to a hacking attack. A robot should be able to make his
own decision, without having to wait for the consent from other nearby robots. The idea is to have
self-sufficient robots.

1.3. Technical Approach
In simulation both robots have one cube on top.
Each cube has different ArUco markings on its
sides, only the frontal one was used. In real testing, there is only one ArUco marking on the front
of each robot printed in paper glued to a cardboard
structure.

1.1. Challenges
There are several critical points in the docking problem that must be taken into account:
• The docking manoeuvring between two robots
is pretty complex because there are infinite solutions. The algorithm running in each of the
robots needs to reach the same solution in order to achieve front-to-front final configuration
docking.
• As these robots are implied to perform car-like
movements there are constraints when trying
to find coupling trajectories.

Figure 1: Picture of a used Robot.
Two cameras where placed over the two cubes.
These cameras, using ROS Arucos package, allow
the pose estimation detection of the robots. In real
testing cameras were placed over Styrofoam blocks,
and fixed using cords.
Camera’s noise was a problem in this work. So
it had to be characterized by taking measurements
over distance and angle ranges. This, together with
a bilinear interpolation method balanced out the
camera’s noise. A thousand measurements where
taken in gazebo for the simulation development, and
another thousand were taken with a real camera in
the laboratory were the real tests happened.
Bezier curves allowed simple and easy handling of
robot’s trajectories. They are formed by four control points. The first and the last are placed over
each robot’s position, the positioning of the two remaining points is the key of a successful docking.
Using a heuristic based in the minimum curvature
of a trajectory, the positioning of these points is
achieved. This heuristic is also fundamental for the
convergence of the algorithm. Both robots have
the same behaviour, perform a trajectory that is

• Robots have to independently reach a trajectory that allows docking without communicating with each other.
• A robot needs to adapt to changes in behaviour
of the observed robot, for example it backing
up or stopping its movement.
1.2. Related works
There are some related works in this subject:
• Sylvester et al 2004. In this work two robots
dock together. The robot’s pose is detected by
a camera that is over the robots. The author
uses polynomials, but not Bezier curve polynomials. Both robots are controlled by a central
computer [18].
• Gowal and Martinoli 2013, Is also a work about
docking between robots. The author did not
take into account the orientation of the robots,
so there is no docking here, the robots only
gather in one specific location. All robots are
connected [13].
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The curvature K(u) at any point on the Bzier
smooth and short. Since they want the same objective they converge to it. The robots run the same curve is expressed in terms of the first and second
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2.1. Bezier Trajectories
A Bezier curve is a parametric curve [21].
Unlike other types of curves like polynomials or
cubic splines, Bezier curves do not pass through all
the points used to define them. The points used
to define a Bezier curve are called control points.
By uniting these points with line segments a polygon is drawn, the so called Bezier polygon. The
curve is always completely contained inside this
polygon. The radius of curvature of the Bezier
curve varies smoothly from the starting point to Figure 2: Example of a Bezier, with four control
the end point because of its continuous higher or- points
der derivatives. Quadratic and cubic Bezier curves
are most common. Higher degree curves are more
computationally expensive to evaluate. When more 2.2. ArUco Pose Estimation
complex shapes are needed, low order Bezier curves ArUco is a library for Augmented Reality applicaare patched together, producing a composite Bezier tions [17] with a BSD license, this means its opencurve. To guarantee smoothness, the control point source. The main features of ArUco are: single
at which two curves meet must be on the line be- marker or board of markers detection, being able
to detect up to 1024 different markers. It has intween the two control points on either side.
tegration with OpenGL, OGRE and OpenCV. The
A parametric Bezier curve, is defiend as
version used in current work was a ROS package
n
X
P (u) =
D J (u), 0 6 u 6 1
(1) running on Ubuntu.
i n,i

i=0

2.2.1

where u is a parameter, P (u) is the coordinate of
a point, n is the degree of Berstein basis or blending function, i is the summation index and Di represents the ith vertex of the Bzier polygon it is a
scalar. For an nth degree Bezier curve, a polygon
with (n + 1) vertices is required. The ith Bezier or
Berstein function in equation (1) is given as
Jn,i (u) = n Ci ui (1 − u)n−i

An AR Marker or Aruco Marker used in Aruco, is a
very distinctive element that can be easily detected.
This marker will be used to calculate the extrinsics
of the camera in relation to the marker, so that
one robot can determine the pose of the other one.
Since the maker is very easy to detect, images can
be processed in real time.

(2)

2.2.2

where ui (1 − u)n−i is the nth degree blending funcn!
tion and the coefficient n Ci = (n−i)
!i! . A third degree Bzier curve can be defined through four control
points (A0 , B0 ), (A1 , B1 ), (A2 , B2 ) and (A3 , B3 ) as
x(u) =

3
X

Aruco Marker

Detection Process in Aruco

The marker detection process of Aruco is as follows:
1. It starts by detecting sudden changes or discontinuities in the pixel intensity of the image.
The detected discontinuities will form line segments called edges. At this step it is applied
an Adaptive Thresholding [19].

Ai Jn,i (u)

i=0

= A0 (1 − u)3 + 3A1 u(1 − u)2 + 3A2 u2 (1 − u) + A3 u3 2. The previous step detects all edges in an image.
Only the ArUco markers are required, so the
edges with a low number of points are removed.
3
X
y(u) =
Bi Jn,i (u)
3. Rectangles are fitted to the image.
i=0

= B0 (1 − u)3 + 3B1 u(1 − u)2 + 3B2 u2 (1 − u) + B3 u3
3

4. All corners should be sorted in a anti-clockwise
direction.

5. Remove too close rectangles. This is required 3.1. Work Hypothesis
because the adaptive threshold normally de- The robots, the ArUco software and the algorithm
tects the internal an external part of the have some limitations that are described as follows:
marker’s border.
• The ArUco detection software that uses the
camera only works from 0.7m to 5.5m, with an
6. Now starts the marker identification.
angle of [70, −70]. Outside this interval robots
are blind. ArUco software provides robot’s
(a) The first step consists of obtaining a
pose, even though with error. It was 50cm
frontal view of the rectangle area using
off the actual robot’s position at a distance of
an homography.
around 3.6m. Also, the robot’s angle was inaccurate for higher angles. For 70 it was giving
(b) Now, the Otsu method is applied in the
50.6. That is an error of 19.4. Since this work
straight ArUco marker image.
is about docking, differences between positions
(c) Identification of the internal code. If it is
and angles are a challenge. Fortunately, when
a marker, then it has an internal code.
robots get closer these errors diminish.
The marker is divided into a six-by-six
grid, of which the internal five-by-five cells
• Both robots use the same algorithm and do not
contain the ID information. The rest
communicate with each other.
correspond to the external black border.
• Since the robots can not see from 0m to 0.7m, a
First it is checked if the external border is
laser was placed in both robots(in simulation)
present. Afterwards the internal five-byjust to make them stop at zero point one mefive is read and checked if they provide a
ters from each other. Lasers are not used in
valid code. This is analysed in more detail
navigation.
in section 2.2.3.
• The robots used are differential, but they have
a user defined limit on how much they can
turn. They cannot turn on themselves, their
behaviour approximates a four wheel car. This
was done to increase the application of the developed algorithm.

7. For valid markers, refine corners using subpixel
interpolation. This refinement is applied to the
original image and not on the homography corrected one.

8. Finally, if the camera parameters are provided,
it is computed the extrinsic of the markers to 3.2. Strategies for Trajectory Generation and Convergence
the camera.
The robots following their trajectory dock together.
This happens because they use the same code and
the trajectory calculation was simplified so that
2.2.3 Marker Coding
they can easily reach the same solution. This simEach marker has an internal code given by 5 words plification was done by understanding the Bezier
of 5 bits each. The codification employed is a slight curve. Bezier curves can be formed by an infinite
modification of the Hamming Code [1]. In total, number of control points, but according to [15] there
each word has only 2 bits of information out of the is no significant advantage in using more then four.
5 bits employed. The other are used for error detection. As a consequence, one can have up to 1024
different IDs.
The main difference between the current Hamming Code and then one utilized here, is that the
first bit (parity of bits 3 and 5)is inverted. So, the id
0 (which in hamming code is 00000) becomes 10000
in our codification. The idea is to prevent a completely black rectangle from being a valid marked Figure 3: Example of trajectory, position of the conID, reducing the likelihood of false positive with trol points
objects of the environment.
Figure 3 shows an example of a trajectory gener3. Implementation
ated by the left robot placed in P position. Bezier
Here is explained how the algorithm that controls curve does not pass over all points, but is attracted
the robots work, driving the robots to the final to them. The following letters P,Q,R and S are
commonly used to represent the control points. P
docking configuration.
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and S are the start and end of the trajectory. P
comes from the robot odometry and S from the
ArUco pose estimation. They are placed over the
robots. So, these points can not be changed when
calculating the trajectories. Positions of Q and R
are the important part of the trajectory generation.
These two points will have a great effect on the
shape of the trajectory. Their position will define
the smoothness, feasibility and the angle of docking. For two robots to front-to-front dock, their
Bezier control points need to be overlapped. Therefore, a strategy is needed to make the opposing
robot choose the same position for his Bezier control
points.
To understand where Q and R should be placed
imagine a parallel line to the wheels, crossing the
middle of the robot’s body as in figure 4. This line
is called robot center line.

Qx

= Px + d1 × cos(θ1 )

(4)

Qy

= Py + d1 × sin(θ1 )

(5)

similarly for S and R,

Figure 6: R and S relationship.

Rx

= Sx − d2 × cos(θ2 )

(6)

Ry

= Sy + d2 × sin(θ2 )

(7)

where θ1 is the heading of observer robot and is just
measured from the robot’s odometry. The observer
robot first pose is the world frame. θ2 is the final angle of the calculated trajectory and is defined
with the formula,
Figure 4: Example of positions where control point
Q, in orange, could be placed over the robot’s center
line.

θ2 = Φ − θ1

(8)

Where Φ is the angle of the observed robot, supplied by the ArUco software, and the θ1 the angle of
the observer robot. Φ angle gives a positive value if
This line will have the direction defined by the anthe robot is turned to the left and a negative value
gle of the robot. An initial idea was that Q needed
if the robot is turned to the right.
to be placed in the left robot’s center line and R in
the right robot’s center line. This was later proved 3.3. Simplified description of the Algorithm
incomplete.
1. Robot defines P from odometry and estimates
Another important detail is that R has a sweet
S with ArUco software. Also defines Q using
spot place over their respective robot center line.
(4) and (5) the same happens for R with equaIt can not be too close or to S. d1 is the distance
tions (6) and (7). To note that d1 , d2 , θ1 and
between P and Q and d2 the distance between S and
θ2 are parameters in these equations.
R. In simulation was observed that for the docking
2. Starts a cycle that changes values of d1 and d2 ,
to be successful d2 needs to be more then zero.
moving the points Q and R. Starting in 0.0m
to 3m for d1 and 0.25m to 3m to d2 . For a
Q position it generates trajectories for all R
3.2.1 Bezier curves mathematics
positions, then jumps to the next Q position
and repeats the generation for all R positions.
Here are explained important mathematics concepts used for trajectory generation. There is a
(a) For each set of d values. Calculates the
mathematical relationship between the position of
curvature of each generated trajectory, if
P and Q that is the following,
it is higher then the turning radius limit
the trajectory is eliminated. If smaller,
the trajectory is saved. If a trajectory
with a smaller turning radius is found,
then replaces the saved one. This guarantees trajectory convergence.
(b) Updates d values. If can not update, cycle
ends sending the saved trajectory to the
controllers.

Figure 5: Q and P relationship.
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µd and σd2 are the mean and variance error for a
specific distance respectively. In the same way, µθ
and σθ2 are the mean and variance of the angle error
for a specific angle respectively.
The figure 7 depicts the procedure of calculat3.4. Influence of Pose Estimation Errors
ing the mean and variances over several poses of an
Series of tests were run in a simulator. A robot ArUco marker.
was placed in known poses and the ArUco computed poses were measured. Detected poses of the
robots were matched to real poses, error in poses of
the robot was identified. This uncertainty caused a
deadlock situation.
3. If the cycle could not calculate a suitable trajectory, it performs an auxiliary manoeuvres
(go back 0.7m) and tries to calculate a suitable trajectory from that new position.

3.5. Noise Estimation
Because there is uncertainty in the estimation of
the robot pose, the pose of point S is not exact.
Therefore, the opponent robot may be somewhere
inside a region of uncertainty given by the error
model of the pose estimation method. Therefore,
several trajectories, for possible positions of S in
limits of the uncertainty region are tested to avoid
possible deadlock situations.
Since the pose estimation error depends on the
distance and angle between the robots, we will have
to characterize the error for several distances and
angles. For each distance and angle between the
robots in a discrete set, we performed 10 pose estimates with slight gaussian perturbations and compute their errors with respect to the true value of
the relative pose. θ corresponds to the angle value
and d to the distance value. The angle error is defined by θi − θv , where θi is the measured angle
value and θv is the real angle value plus some Gaussian noise. This Gaussian noise guarantees independence on the measurements. Similarly, distance
error is di −dv , with di being the measured distance
and dv the real distance value plus Gaussian noise.
Now that the errors are defined, it is easier to
explain how the means and variances where calculated. The formulas used were the following,
10

µd

=

1 X
(di − dv )
10 j=0

=

1 X
(θi − θv )
10 j=0

=

1 X
(di − µd − dv )2
10 j=0

10

µθ

10

σd2
σθ2

=

1
10

10
X

(θi − µθ − θv )2

Figure 7: For each distance several measurements
were taken with different angle values.
Two thousand measurements were made to properly characterize the pose estimation error. There
are ten positions for the distance, ten for the angle and every pose was measured ten times. This
procedure was done for simulation and repeated in
the laboratory. Using bilinear interpolation one can
find the mean and variance errors for any distance
and angle between the measured positions. Having these mean and variance errors for a distance
and angle was really important because with these
values we can define the bounds of the uncertainty
regions. This was done using a normal distribution
with the mean and variance values calculated with
the bilinear distribution.

Figure 8: Normal distribution.

In the above picture is shown a normal distribution, points at three standard deviations are away
(9)
from the mean. So these points can be considered
as maximum errors for a certain distance or angle.
The constants for the distance and angle given as
(10) arguments to the robustness function are calculated
the following way,
(11)

(12)

γd

= µd ± 3 × σd

(13)

γΘ

= µθ ± 3 × σΘ

(14)

γd and γΘ are the two constants, the first for the
distance and the second for the angle. σd and σΘ
As was said, dv and θv have a Gaussian noise are the standard deviations for the distance and the
component, that will slightly change the pose of the angle respectively.
robot. Over the ten measurements different values
A function was built that uses these constants to
of the angle and position errors will be generated. change the positions of control points S and R.
j=0
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3.6. Robust Trajectory Generation
γd and γΘ correspond to the amount of variation the
trajectory is going to be subjected. One constant
is going to influence the position γd and the other
the angle γΘ .
To explain what happens, one should look at how
the bezier function works. More specifically do the
relationship between R and S equantion (6).
In this function a trajectory is only accepted if it
passes a set of sixteen tests. In these tests the position of the control point S is going to be changed
according to the constant γd . The angle will also
change according to γΘ constant. Figure 9 represents these operations,

4. Results
There are simulation results from Gazebo simulator
and real results from laboratory tests with p3dx
robots [2].
Three scenarios of possible configurations for coupling between robots were tested. Angles in the description of the scenarios correspond to the fixed
world frame.
• Scenario 1: corresponds to one robot in position (0.0; 0.0) with 0 degrees angle and the
other robot in position (3.5; 1.5) with angle 180
degrees. Robots are facing each other.
• Scenario 2: one robot is in position (0.0; 0.0)
with angle −30 degrees and the other one is in
position (3.0; 0.0) with angle 210 degrees.
• Scenario 3: robot is in (0.0; 0.0) with 0 degrees angle, the other is in 3.0; 2.0 with an angle of 250 degrees.
In the position graphics the robots are represented with a point, but they are bigger then just a
point, it is the representation.

Figure 9: To the left γd position perturbation. To
the right γΘ angle perturbation.

These two perturbation in the S control point and
4.1. Simulation Results
angle are going to influence the position of control
In simulation all robots coupled perfectly. Besides
point R. Equations 6 and 7 can now be rewritten to
the trajectories and positions generated graphics
translate the perturbation of the two constants,
showed here, there are videos showing the experiments. Not all of the trajectories calculated are
represented.
Rx = (Sx + γd ) − d2 × cos(θ2 + γΘ ) (15)
Ry

=

(Sy + γd ) + d2 × sin(θ2 + γΘ ) (16)

4.1.1

Scenario 1

Video of this scenario available here [6].
The first calculated robot trajectories are deviated, but with the continuity of the movement, and
the recalculation of more trajectories, the newly
calculated trajectories start go get closer to each
other. In figure 13 trajectories of both robots are
fully overlapped, this means robots converged correctly. Also, in figure 14 it shows the movement of
the robots.

So, for each position S moves to, R is going to
move two positions. The first corresponding to the
angle perturbed by positive γΘ and the second to
the angle perturbed by negative γΘ . This will happen for all four S positions, that means eight trajectories are computed in total.

Figure 10: Example of how to produced robust
trajectories. Magenta trajectory is the one being
tested, red trajectories are the tests.
The above figure shows some examples for a given
trajectory. All trajectories need to respect the turn- Figure 11: First trajectories calculated. One robot
ing radius limit. If they do so, the initial trajectory is red the other magenta.
is accepted.
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(a) Figure A

(b) Figure B

Figure 12: Fith(A) and Seventh(B) trajectories calculated by each robot.
Figure 15: First trajectories calculated. One robot
is red the other magenta.

Figure 13: Last trajectories calculated by each
robot.
(a) Figure A

(b) Figure B

Figure 16: Forth(A) and last(B) trajectories calculated by each robot.

Figure 14: Movement of both robots. One robot is
in blue the other in red.
4.1.2

Scenario 2

Video for this scenario available here [7].
In this scenario the first calculated trajectories
are completely different. This happens because of
the definition of the angle θ2 equation (8). The angle θ2 is giving 0 degrees. As a result, in figure
15 control point R is not being placed over the observed robot center line but instead, is being placed
over a line that intercepts both robots.
The effect of θ2 definition was really good for
docking. First trajectories do not have a matching
shape but with the continuity of the movement trajectories start to align. In figures 16(a) and 16(b)
trajectories converged. Figure 17 shows a perfect
docking trajectory.
Tests were initially done with a θ2 formula that
set the control point R in the observed robot center
line. This did not work. The docking failed in all
tests.
4.1.3

Figure 17: Movement of both robots. One robot is
in blue the other in red.
the recalculation and movement of the robots they
converge, as in figures 19(a) and 19(b). Figure 20
shows a really good docking trajectory.
Tests were done with the initial definition for θ2
where the control point R is placed over the observed robot center line, results were really bad.
Docking failed in all of the tests.

Scenario 3

Video for this scenario available here [10].
(a) Figure A
(b) Figure B
Like in scenario 2, control point R is not being
placed over the observed robot centre line because
of θ2 definition. Instead, is being placed over a line Figure 18: First(A) and third(B) trajectories calculated by each robot.
that intercepts both robots.
First trajectories aren’t the best 18(a). But with
8

(a) Figure A

(b) Figure B

Figure 19: Forth(A) and last(B) trajectories calculated by each robot.

(a) Figure A

Figure 20: Movement of both robots. One robot is
in blue the other in red.
4.2. Laboratory Results
In the laboratory tests, because of the size of the
robots, it was really hard to generate graphics of
the movement and trajectories of the robots. It was
impossible to know the exact position to generate
proper graphics. So, these tests were just recorded
with a camera. Final configuration is showed in
the videos. Description of what happened in these
tests is here. CD with the videos of these tests is
provided with this work.
4.2.1

(b) Figure B

Scenario 1
(c) Figure c

Video of two tests available here [8] and here [3].
There are three tests of this scenario. In all of
them the coupling is not perfect. In video [8] the
final configuration is showed and the robots are
misaligned by 5cm. This might has happened because of the ArUco error. Robots last trajectory
is generated at the limit of their visibility, that is
at 0.7m. At a distance around 0.7m and with an
angle of −7 degrees the mean position error is of
0.0468m and the mean angle error of −3.09325 degrees. Also, with a distance around 0.7m and with
an angle of 7 degrees the mean position error is of
0.0504125m and the mean angle error is of 0.582625
degrees. The variation on the illumination in the
room might also have influenced the results. Measurements were done during the first two weeks of
August, and the tests by the end of September till
October. Days got darker. Distance in this test is
bigger then in the other two cases.

(d) Figure D

Figure 21: Real test images senario 1.
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4.2.2

(a) Figure A

(a) Figure A

(b) Figure B

(b) Figure B

(c) Figure c

(c) Figure c

(d) Figure D

(d) Figure D

Figure 22: Real test images senario 2.

Figure 23: Real test images senario 3.

Scenario 2

line that intercepts both robots. According to the
results, simulated and real, this is how this trajectoVideo of two tests available here [4] and here [5]. ries should be generated to accomplish a successful
Coupling is perfect in both.
front to front docking.
For test scenarios 2 and 3 simulated and real tests
gave good final docking configurations, but for test
4.2.3 Scenario 3
scenario 1 simulation succeeded real tests had lower
Video of two tests available here [9] and here [11]. accuracy. It might be because of bigger distance beThe robot is placed far to the right in the limit tween robots, estimation error or first set of trajecof side vision.
tories not having their R control points over the line
In video [9] the moving robot only sees the other that intercepts both robots. There was not enough
robot in the beginning of the trajectory, during time to test these hypothesis.
the movement is blindly following the trajectory.
The simulation results were all really good, sadly
Then sees the robot again. The other robot that it was not possible to get graphics for the laboratory
kept stopped waiting for the detection of an ArUco tests.
marker, then starts moving. The coupling is accept5. Conclusions
able, only 2cm deviation.
In second video [11] the robots start both seeing The objective of making two independent aueach other sooner. The coupling was perfect, no tonomous car-like robots dock was achieved.
misalignment. This is showed in the final part of 5.1. Achievements
the video.
Bezier trajectories were successfully used for robot
navigation.
4.3. Result Analysis
Deadlock was avoided, by the use of a compensaThe initial idea that trajectory control point R
needed to be placed over the observed robot cen- tion method that provided the generation of noise
ter line was incomplete, as it only happens if the robust trajectories.
According to presented results, trajectories conobserved robot is stopped. If both robots are moving, θ2 equation (8) should be used. This changes verged with the continuity of movement and robots
the placement of control point R, setting it over a front to front docked in middle of the trajectory.
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5.2. Future Work
[14] M. Harris.
Why California Rules the
Robocar Industry, 2015 (posted August
Future work consists of developing the navigation
31,
2015).
http://spectrum.ieee.
for more cases. Adding more ArUco markers in all
org/computing/embedded-systems/
four sides of a robot, could allow the other robot
why-california-rules-the-robocar-industry.
identify what side of it it is seeing and then calculate
a trajectory that would put the robot in a successful
[15] K. Jolly, R. S. Kumar, and R. Vijayakufrontal coupling position.
mar. A bezier curve based path planning in
Also, developing an ArUco composed of smaller
a multi-agent robot soccer system without viArUco would be a good idea for development. In
olating the acceleration limits. Robotics and
this work robots lost vision at 0.7m but if smaller
Autonomous
Systems, 57(1):23–33, 2009.
ArUcos were detected inside a big Aruco, more
trajectories could be calculated. The error of the [16] J. Lowensohn.
Uber gutted Carnegie
ArUco position and angle would have less effect on
Mellons top robotics lab to build selfrobots’s behaviour.
driving cars,
2015 (posted May 19,
2015).
http://www.theverge.com/
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